
1. Analyze the oven system.
• Identify current (and future) use of ovens, including 

periodic loads.
• Understand the fuel supply system and controls.
• Diagram the oven process, including air handling, 

electrical and fuel supply and what happens to 
waste products.

2. Identify system deficiencies.
3. Evaluate actions to correct deficiencies.
4. Implement the best actions.
5. Track results.

 The five steps are described further below. 

1. Analyze the Oven System
Identify current (and future) use of ovens, including 

periodic loads. Examine all uses of energy and air by enlist-
ing the help of engineers, technicians and line personnel. 
Do not forget to ask the cleanup crew about oven operation 
during cleanup.

• Review the cooking requirements of products. 
Identify required temperature set points and time 
requirements. Understand the use of “safety fac-
tors” included in the cooking requirements. 

• Understand the fuel supply system and controls. 
Visit with an engineer, technician or supplier to 
determine how the oven fuel train operates.

• Find out how much it costs to operate and maintain 
your system per year based on actual expenses or 
estimates. 
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Food processors account for about 8.5 percent (Deevy 
et al., 1990) of the nation’s total industrial consumption 
of natural gas (6.64 MMcf in 2007, Energy Information 
Administration, 2008) or about 564 billion cubic feet. As-
suming a value of $8 per thousand cubic feet of natural 
gas, this translates to an annual cost of $4.5 billion to the 
food industry. An industry-wide savings of just 10 percent 
would return an estimated $450 million per year! Ovens are 
one of the largest users of natural gas in the food industry 
(Minsker and Salama, 1988).

There are numerous ways to reduce energy and op-
erational waste when it comes to gas-powered ovens. For 
example, think about how much energy is wasted by bring-
ing an oven up to operating temperature long before baking 
begins. More energy may be lost through openings, leaks, 
doors and missing insulation. Operational waste comes from 
sources like overcooked or undercooked product. Like any 
sort of everyday waste, waste from gas-powered ovens can 
add up during the years to surprising amounts. Reducing 
energy and operational waste will save money in both the 
short and long run, and with rising energy and ingredient 
costs, this becomes more important than ever. The purpose 
of this fact sheet is to help identify and reduce waste from 
gas-powered ovens.

Five Steps to Reduce Oven Waste
Reducing oven waste can add dollars directly to the 

profit of your operation. Five steps to reduce waste in oven 
systems are:
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• Examine air flow and pressure in the oven room 
and adjacent areas open to the oven room. Deter-
mine if seasonal or periodic changes (e.g. open 
doors, vents, windows or fan settings) may be 
affecting oven operation.

• Diagram the oven system, including utilities and 
piping. Everyone will be able to view and discuss 
the system using diagrams, which helps streamline 
the identification and correction of deficiencies. 

2. Identify Oven System Deficiencies
Conduct a self-audit of your oven or hire an auditor. 

Top targets of an oven audit should include:
• Burner tuning and efficiency. Properly tuned burn-

ers are a must.
• Oven and air pressure and flow controls. Flues and 

fans can move air in unintended directions. Room 
and exhaust air flow must be controlled to optimize 
energy efficiency and operation of the oven.

• Control of gas and combustion air. Often these 
variables are mechanically linked in control sys-
tems. Independent actuators installed on gas and 
air supplies will provide more precise control ac-
companied by fuel savings. 

• Waste heat recovery. Exhaust heat can be recovered 
and transferred to burner or makeup air, water or 
other process streams.

• Oven temperature set point. Tightening of oven 
controls and product specifications may allow a 
reduction in oven set point temperature, which will 
reduce fuel consumption and product waste.

• Fuel train vent valve leaks. Vent valves occasion-
ally leak fuel directly out of the plant. Check these 
valves to insure that they are working properly.

• Insulation. Oven skin temperature should be less 
than 160 F. Consider upgrading insulation.

• Load management. Are frequent shutdowns and 
changes in production rate characteristics of your 
system? Level and maximize the input load to your 
oven to improve efficiencies.

• Startup/shutdown cycles. Improved procedures for 
system startup and shutdown can reduce energy 
costs and improve product quality.

• New technology. Occasionally new technology 
becomes available that can provide a rapid payback 
on investment. Examples are the new generation 
of gas burners and spiral ovens.
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3. Evaluate Actions to Correct Oven 
Deficiencies

Pick the “low hanging” fruit first. Correct the deficien-
cies that are costing the most, but are the least expensive to 
repair. A Pareto diagram (a type of bar graph) can be useful 
in this case to help separate the “critical few” deficiencies 
from the “trivial many” possibilities that exist. An example 
Pareto diagram is shown in figure 1, where the source of the 
remedy for the problem is listed on the x-axis. The y-axis 
shows the estimated savings (less the cost of implementa-
tion) that would result from correcting the deficiency. The 
projects with the tallest bars on the Pareto chart should be 
selected for implementation first.
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Figure 1. Pareto diagram used to help select the most effec-
tive action(s) (categories are examples only).

4. Implement the best actions 
This step requires action to be taken to implement the 

best alternative(s) identified in step three. Some proces-
sors postpone action because of time constraints. It may 
be worthwhile to hire extra help to implement actions 
immediately. Each action should be verifiable in terms of 
results (e.g. increased capacity, reduced utility consumption, 
reduction of downtime or quality improvement). Actions 
also should be measurable in terms of cost savings.

5. Track results
All actions taken should be reviewed periodically to 

ensure results are as expected or to determine if something 
has changed that requires additional attention or action. When 
changes have occurred, the five-step process can be reiterated 
to solve new problems. The process of making incremental 
changes for the best is called “continuous improvement.”
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Figure 2. Super Mole Gold tempera-
ture data logger by ECD.
www.bakewatch.com

Figure 4. Infrared camera by Fluke 
Corp. 
www.fluke.com

Figure 3. Datatrace data logging 
system by Mesa Labs. 
www.mesalabs.com

“ Reduce product cooking time by completely 
thawing and tempering foods to the maxi-
mum safe temperature prior to cooking.”
        – Tim Bowser
       FAPC Food Process Engineer

Food Safety
Ovens are often regarded as a 

major concern for food safety. If in-
ternal temperature is a critical control 
point (CCP) for cooked products, 
then pay particular attention to oven 
performance and reliability. Product 
temperature at the discharge of any oven will be variable. 
Standard deviation, or sigma, is a measurement of the 
variability of the cooked product temperature. When the 
oven temperature is set to produce product with a mean 
temperature equal to the CCP plus six times the sigma of the 
cooked product’s temperature, the process is said to meet 
six-sigma requirements for cooking. Once an oven system 
is under six-sigma control, it is statistically capable of 
producing fewer than two defects (undercooked products) 
per million units cooked (Joglekar, 2003).

Equipment
Temperature data loggers and imaging cameras are very 

useful for detecting thermal “leaks” and inconsistencies in 
ovens. If at all possible try one or more units before making 
a purchasing decision, or ask an experienced user. The units 
shown in figures 2 through 4 are for example only and their 
use in this publication is not an endorsement of the manu-
facturer, supplier or the performance of the equipment.

Resources for Further Study
A useful list of online resources is available at the 

U.S. Department of Energy Web site for its Industrial 
Technologies Program. Best practices for process heating 
are listed at www1.eere.energy.gov/industry/bestpractices/
process_heat.html. The Alliance to Save Energy maintains 
a “clearinghouse” of methods to save industrial energy at 
http://www.ase.org/section/topic/industry/clearinghouse/.

Conclusion
Gas oven systems in food processing operations are 

often overlooked as a source of waste. Many systems are 
inefficient and pose potential food safety and quality haz-
ards. A wide variety of resources, tools and techniques are 
available to help diagnose and improve oven systems. Iden-
tifying and repairing problems in ovens can be a rewarding 
experience that results in increased cash flow and improved 
food quality. As energy prices continue to rapidly increase, 
the efficiency of oven systems is even more important.
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The Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service 
Bringing the University to You!

• It provides practical, problem-oriented education for 
people of all ages. It is designated to take the knowl-
edge of the university to those persons who do not or 
cannot participate in the formal classroom instruction 
of the university.

• It utilizes research from university, government, and other 
sources to help people make their own decisions.

• More than a million volunteers help multiply the impact 
of the Extension professional staff.

• It dispenses no funds to the public.

• It is not a regulatory agency, but it does inform people 
of regulations and of their options in meeting them.

• Local programs are developed and carried out in full 
recognition of national problems and goals.

• The Extension staff educates people through personal con-
tacts, meetings, demonstrations, and the mass media.

•	 Extension	has	the	built-in	flexibility	to	adjust	its	pro-
grams	and	subject	matter	to	meet	new	needs.	Activities	
shift from year to year as citizen groups and Extension 
workers close to the problems advise changes.

The Cooperative Extension Service is the largest, most 
successful informal educational organization in the world. 
It is a nationwide system funded and guided by a partner-
ship of federal, state, and local governments that delivers 
information to help people help themselves through the 
land-grant university system.

Extension carries out programs in the broad categories 
of agriculture, natural resources and environment; home 
economics; 4-H and other youth; and community resource 
development. Extension staff members live and work 
among the people they serve to help stimulate and educate 
Americans	to	plan	ahead	and	cope	with	their	problems.

Some characteristics of Cooperative Extension are:

•  The federal, state, and local governments cooperatively 
share	in	its	financial	support	and	program	direction.

• It is administered by the land-grant university as 
designated by the state legislature through an Exten-
sion director.

•	 Extension	programs	are	nonpolitical,	objective,	and	
based on factual information.
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